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Dedication
This 1997 Annual Report
of the

Town

of Canterbury,
is

New

Hampshire

dedicated to

OLIVER AND MARY ELLEN FIFIELD
Oily and

Mary

Ellen Fifield have been serving the

Town

of Can-

terbury for over 40 years. For this, the Canterbury Board of Se-

lectmen

is

proud

to dedicate this

Annual Report

to them.

Both were public and Sunday school teachers, 4-H leaders and Selectmen, have worked on the Canterbury Fair and offered their
"ice cutting" as a mid-winter treat for years.

Mary

Ellen, a Canterbury native, helped centralize Canterbury's
elementary schools, served on the Canterbury School Board and
three cooperative school study committees.

Oily was Town Moderator. An Army veteran, he placed the
Town's Veterans Memorials and chaired the town's bandstand
building committee. He has also served on the church's Stewardship Committee, organizing its food distribution program, and The
Spruces Board of Directors.

Thank you Mary Ellen and Oily

Fifield!
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Holmes (1999)

Philip

Claudia Leidinger (1999)
Susan Buchholz (2000)
Sara Head (2000)

Trustee of Trust Funds (3 Yrs.)
Kent Ruesswick, Chairman (1999)

Nancy

Lilly (2000)

Marcia Scarponi (1998)
State Representatives

Robert Lock wood-Canterbury
Stephen Adams-Pittsfield
David Larrabee-Loudon

Roy Maxfield-Loudon
State Senator

Amy Patenaude

TOWN OFFICERS
(Appointed)

Clerk of the Board
Jean H. Bezanson
Assistant Clerk of the

Board

Kathryn K. Dickson

Road Agent
Philip K. Stone,

Jr.

Police
Jeffrey Miller, Chief

Arthur Merrigan,

Officer

Jr.,

Kenneth L. Pierce

III,

Officer

Health Officer
Dr. Ellen Bassett, Public Health

Charles Head, Sewage Disposal
Fire Warden/Civil Defense Director

Dale Caswell

Deputy Town Clerk
Kathryn K. Dickson
Assistant Deputy

Town Clerk

Janice Stout

Budget Committee

(3 Yrs.)

Kenneth Sorlin (1998)

Lockwood (1999)
Ellen Fifield (1999)

Briggs

Mary

George Glines (1999)
John S. Pratt (2000)
Sewall Smith (2000)

Andrew Scanlon (2000)

Board of Adjustment (3 Yrs.)
Joseph Halla, Chairman (2000)
Michael Winograd (2000)
David Scanlon (1998)
Kent Ruesswick (1998)
Kenneth Sorlin (1998)
Alternates:

Barbie Tilton (2000)
Robert Buchholz (1998)

Webster Stout (1998)

Conservation Commission (3 Yrs.)
Robert Fife, Chairman (1998)
Robert Quinn (1998)
Paul Sanborn (1998)
Kenneth Stem (1999)
Peter

Teresa

Hofman

(2000)

C.Wyman

(1999)

Alternates:
Victoria Chase (2000)

David Rauseo (1999)
Librarian
Susan Holmes, Librarian
Wesley Noyes, Asst. Librarian
Elaine DiStefano, Asst. Librarian

Fire

Department

Dale Caswell, Chief
Scott Ruesswick, Deputy Chief
Building Inspector
Jim Snyder

Recreation Committee (3 Yrs.)
Mason Newick, Chairman (1998)

Kenneth Robichaud (1999)
Heidi Hutchinson (2000)
Harold Bowley (2000)
Peter Blanchette (2000)

Historic District

Commission

(3 Yrs.)

David Lamb, Chairman (1998)
Jeff Brillhart( 1999)

Ethel Scanlon (1999)
Virginia Laplante (1999)

Frank A. Tupper, Selectmen's Representative
Alternates:

Steve Booth (1998)

WARRANT FOR THE ANNUAL TOWN
MEETING
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

The

Polls will be

open from 10:00 a.m.

to 7:00 p.m.

To the inhabitants of the Town of Canterbury in the County of
Merrimack in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:

You

meet at the Canterbury Elementary
Canterbury on Tuesday, the tenth day of March,
Ten o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following

are hereby notified to

School
1998,

in said

at

subjects:

1.

To choose

all

necessary

Town

Officers for the year ensuing.

To see how the Town will vote on the following zoning amendments proposed by the Planning Board to be voted upon by offi2.

cial ballot:

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 to
Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board? This amendment would state that landing strips are not

Question

1.

the existing

considered to be accessory uses for any property in the town under
the Canterbury

Zoning Ordinance.

of the adopdon of Amendment #2 to
as proposed by the Planning
Board? This amendment would allow golf courses to be approved
as a special exception by the Zoning Board of Adjustment, except
that they would not be allowed in the Industrial Zone, the Center
Historic District, and the Shaker Village Museum Preservation

Question

2.

the existing

Are you

in favor

Town Zoning Ordinance

District.

Are you in favor of the adopdon of Amendment #3 to
Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board? This amendment would allow the Zoning Board of Ad-

Question

3.

the existing

justment to approve special exceptions to waive dimensional

10

re-

quirements where necessary to provide for reasonable accommodation of individuals with disabilities under Federal law.

Question

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #4 to
Town Zoning ordinance as proposed by the Planning
Board? This amendment would add a new article to the Zoning
4.

the existing

Ordinance to regulate the location of cellular and other personal
communications facilities, such as towers and antennas.

SECOND SESSION
The second session

shall be held at the Canterbury Elementary
School on Friday the 13th day of March, 1998, at seven o'clock in
the evening to act upon the following subjects:

To raise such money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations for the
same.
3.

To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
forty-one thousand dollars ($41,000) for the purchase of a dump
truck and authorize the withdrawal of twenty-five thousand dollars
4.

($25,000) from the Highway Equipment Capital Reserve fund and
thousand dollars ($5,000) from the Truck Capital Reserve
Fund previously established. The balance of eleven thousand dolfive

lars ($1 1,000) is to

come from general

taxation.

Recommended by

the selectmen

To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be applied as its share of
the cost of removing the half bridge over the Merrimack River at
5.

the

end of Hannah Dustin Drive. Recommended by the selectmen

6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
ten thousand one hundred fifty-nine dollars ($10,159) to purchase
the police cruiser presently under lease. Recommended by the se-

lectmen
7.

To

see if the

town

will vote to establish a Capital

under the provisions of

new

RSA

library or for capital

ate the

sum

Reserve Fund

35:1 for the purpose of building a

improvements and to raise and appropriof twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to be placed
11

Recommended by

in this fund.

8.

To see

if

the

town

the selectmen

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of

twenty-eight hundred dollars ($2,800) for the purchase of a computer for the Police Department. Recommended by the selectmen
the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
hundred ninety dollars ($3,590) for the repair of the
roof of the Center bandstand. Recommended by the selectmen
9.

To see

if

thirty-five

To see

the town will vote to establish a Technology and InCommittee. This Committee will monitor developments in the economy and regulatory environment pertaining to
utilities, energy, telecommunications, and related matters, as they
may affect the Town of Canterbury, and will make recommendations to the Board of Selectmen and Town on actions or positions
which might benefit the Town. The Committee will consist of 5
persons appointed by the Board of Selectmen for staggered 3-year
terms. Requested by the Planning Board
10.

if

frastructure

To see

11.

if

the

Town

will vote, pursuant to

RSA

31:19, to au-

thorize the selectmen to accept and hold in trust, gifts, legacies,

and devises, which are made

to the

Town

for public purposes. This

authority to accept trust shall remain in effect indefinitely until re-

scinded by further vote of Town Meeting.
12.

To see

if

the

Town

will vote, pursuant to

RSA

31:95-e, to au-

thorize the selectmen to accept gifts of personal property, other

than money, which

may be

offered to the

Town

for

any public pur-

poses, provided that the acceptance of such personal property
shall not

be deemed to bind the

Town

to raise, appropriate or ex-

pend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair or
placement of such personal property.
13.

To see

if

the

Town

will vote, pursuant to

re-

RSA 674:40-a, to au-

thorize the selectmen to accept dedicated streets on behalf of the

Town provided
tion

and

that such dedicated street corresponds in

lines with the street

plan, or street plat approved

14.

shown on

its

loca-

a subdivision plat, site

by the Planning Board.

WHEREAS, Canterbury residents place a high value on main-

taining quiet living conditions. Shaker Village, a scenic natural en-

12

vironment, and a small town atmosphere, according to the recent
Planning Board Survey;

WHEREAS, many Canterbury residents testified at the November
10, 1997, special meeting at the Town Hall that traffic and noise
from the New Hampshire International Speedway disturb their
peace and quiet;

WHEREAS,

the

nounced plans

WHEREAS,
ternational

New

Hampshire International Speedway has anexpand to more than 100,000 seats; and

to further

operation and expansion of the

Speedway may have

New Hampshire

a negative impact

In-

on Canterbury

property values;

THEREFORE BE

IT

RESOLVED,

that the people of

Canterbury

on the members of the Board of Selectmen, the Planning
Board, and other elected officials to continue their efforts to monitor operation and expansion of the New Hampshire International
Speedway and take appropriate steps to lessen its detrimental effects on local residents and our community. (By Petition) Recommended by the selectmen
call

15.

To

this

meeting.

transact any other business that

may

legally

come

before

Given under our hands and seal, this twenty-third day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-eight.

Priscilla

Lockwood, Chairman

Frank Tupper

Michael Capone

Board of Selectmen

13
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BUDGET FOR CANTERBURY
1997

Spent

1998

Increase/

Appr.

31 Dec. 97

Appr.

(Decrease)

Selectmen's Salaries

$6,100

$6,100.00

$6,100

Hourly Clerical Employees
Town Clerk Salary
Deputy Town Clerk Salary

26,500

28,843.05

27,295

$0
795

GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town

Town

Officer's Salaries

1.000

1,000.00

1,000

7,000

6,008.75

7.210

7,000

3,618.00

7,000

11,500

11.500.00

11,500

2,500

1.501.99

2,500

3.000

3,000.00

3,000

.2,300

1,713.11

2,300

$66,900

$63,284.90

$67,905

$3,000

$3,294.87

Clerk Fees

Tax Collector Salary
Tax Collector Fees
Treasurer's Salary
Plate Sticker Fee

Town

Officer's Expenses

Health Insurance

500
500

Office Equip Repairs
Registry of Deeds

3.000

Postage

100

Selectmen's Seminars

Data Processing Services
Tax Map Maintenance

2,000

Telephone (Town Offices)
Printing (Selectmen & Town Clerk)
Printing Town Report

1,200

Office Supplies - Sel.

750
250
4,000

& Tax Collector

2.500

Office Equipment

1

Dog Tags
Petty

Cash - C. Gordon

150
4,300

Outside Auditing Services

Town

Clerk

&

Tax

.500

300
300
200

Marriage License Fees to State
Town Clerk & Tax Coll. seminars

50

Coll. Advertising

$24,600

& Registration Expenses
Election & Registration Wages
Election

$

Voter Checklists
Election Advertising

305

Election Misc. Supplies
Elec. Voting

Machine

(3 Yrs.

400
30
40

Lease)

.

2.500

$3,275

210

0_

$1,005

1998

BUDGET FOR CANTERBURY
1997

Appr.
General Government Buildings
Canterbury Center Electricity

Town
Town
Town

$200

Hall Maintenance

500

Hall Electricity

1

Hall Heating Oil

50

$200

Highway/Fire Dept. Maintenance

2,000

Highway/Fire Dept. Electricity

2,000

Highway/Fire Dept. Heating Oil

500

Sam Lake House Maintenance
Sam Lake House Electricity
Same Lake House Heating

3,000
1,200

Oil

1

Police Dept. Building Maintenance

50

Police Dept. Building Electricity
Historical Society

500

Maintenance

100

Historical Society Electricity

200

Police Dept. Heating Oil

Town

Bldg. Emerg. Fund

,000

500
Inc., Lib.

Damage

.

3,000

.

$15,100
Reappraisal of Property
Property Appraisals

$ 2,000

$ 2,000

Planning and Zoning
Planning Board Sec.

Wages

$1,400

Planning Board Seminars

100

Planning Board Registry of Deeds

25

Planning Board Prof. Services

500

Planning Board Postage

500

Planning Board Advertising

250

Planning Board Printing

1,100

Planning Board Supplies

75

Planning Board Equipment

50

Board of Adjustment Sec. Salary
Board of Adjustment Seminars

750

Board of Adjustment Postage
Board of Adjustment Advertising

100

50

500

Board of Adjustment Printing
Board of Adjustment Supplies

50
$5,450

Legal Expenses
Attorney Expense

$3,000
$3,000

Regional Associations

N.H. Resource Recovery Assn

Town

$150

Clerk/Tax Coll. Assn. Dues

Central ^fH Planning

Commission
N.H.M.A. Membership

50
1

,573

600

Assn. of Assessing Officials Dues

20

RegionaVCOnc. Solid Waste Co-op
Upper Merrimack River Comm

50

Fed.

DOT Drug Testing

20

210
$2,673.00

Spent

BUDGET FOR CANTERBURY

1998

Police

Department
Wages

$72,000

$33,969.13

Police Dept. Cruiser Maintenance

2,500

2,988.53

2,500

Police Dept. Health Insurance

3,000

3,023.46

6,600

Police Dept. Telephone

2,000

,679.01

2,500

500

Police Dept. Dispatch Svcs

4,375

4,343.00

6,575

2,200

Police Dept.

&

1

3,600

1,100

4.582.05

1,100

Police Dept. Office Supplies

400

1.304.31

750

Police Dept. Uniforms

600

1.848.06

600

2,500

2.320.04

3.000

750

2.897.75

900

150

1.500

2.547.97

3.300

1,800

1.826.00

12.000

0.00

500

500

125.00

500

$4,400

$4,400.00

$4,400

800

115.36

800

4.000

1.620.71

4.000

1.000

224.85

500

(500)

10.691

10.531.00

9.716

(975)

3.500

5.234.23

5.000

1,500

1,000

914.48

1,000

Police Dept. Radios

Repairs

Police Dept. Gasoline

& New

Police Dept. Misc. Supplies

Equip

Police Dept. Retirement
Police Dept. Sub-Cont
Police Dept. Pt.

12,000

1

Time Prose

Police Dept. Seminars.

Dues

&

Subscrip

350
500

500

Fire Department
Fire Dept.

Reimbursement

Fire Dept. Forest Fire Costs

Maintenance

Fire Dept. Vehicle
Fire Dept. Training

& Prevention

Fire Dept. Dispatch Services
Fire Dept. Radios

&

Repair

Fire Dept. Misc. Supplies
Fire Dept. Gasoline
Fire Dept.

&

-

Water Sources

1,000

Oil

Replacement Equip

Fire Dept. Office

8,200

Equipment

Fire Dept. Medical Training
Fire Dept. Medical Supplies

&

Fire Dept. Firefighting Equip.

Equip
Maint

$0

1,575.15

800

(200)

.060.76

6.200

(2,000)

1 1

200

202.05

200

1,000

75.00

1,000

2,000

4,394.80

3,500

1,500

2,000

789.70

3,000

1,000

1998

BUDGET FOR CANTERBURY

General Highway Dept. Expenses

Highway Dept. Equipment Repairs
Highway Dept. BC/BS & Disabil.
Highway Dept. Telephone

Ins

$12,912.37

$15,000

13,500

10.973.56

13,500

500

Highway Dept. Misc Supplies
Highway Dept. Gasoline & Diesel

Highway Dept.

$15,000

482.99

800
1

Tires

3.000

2,
1

500

169.69

2,558.55

$0

1

1

,000

200

3,000

3,000

1.581.18

3,000

$45,800

$40,678.34

$46,000

$200

Street Lighting
Street Lightning Electricity

$1,000

$1,135.80

$1,100

$100

$1,000

$1,135.80

$1,100

$100

$15,000

$14,634.00

Sanitation
Solid

Waste Disposal
Wages

Solid Waste

Solid Waste Recycling Services

Solid Waste Repairs

-

Trans.

& Truck

Solid Waste Telephone
Solid

Waste Supplies

Solid Waste Electricity
Solid

Waste Fuel Oil

Solid Waste Co-op Fee-Ash Disp
Centra]

16,000

2.000

300
50

600
100

26.000

NH Waste Disp

Recycling Building

1

1,500

$61,551
Hospitals

& Ambulances

Hospital Appropriation

Penacook Rescue Squad

Belmont Resuce Squad

$700
12.740

500

Elkins Library Appropriation
Librarian Salaries

$14,466

Maint. Repair

1^021

Books/Mag./Tapes

4,713

Dues/Mtgs. /Education
Social Security

Telephone
Oil

370
1,336

75O
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.650

Electricity

700

Postage

200

17

1998

&

Equip. Supplies (Maint.

BUDGET FOR CANTERBURY
1,500

Office)

400

Programs/Misc

$26,106

Commission
Wages

Historic District

$500

Historic Distr. Sec.

Historic Distr. Postage

40

Historic Distr. Printing

50
10

Historic Distr. Supplies

$600

Canterbury Economic Devel.
Canterbury Econ. Dev.

Comm.

Comm. Approp

$100
$100

Parks

& Recreation

Recreation

Recreation

Comm. Repairs
Comm. Equipment

$450
300

$750
Patriotic Purposes

$100

Memorial Day Expenses
Fourth of July Expenses

$1,000

Conservation Commission

Comm. Dues
Comm. Postage
Conservation Comm. Prtg. & Adv
Conservation Comm. Supplies
Conservation Land Mgmt
Cons. Youth Camp

Conservation

$150

Conservation

100

200

$450
Historical Society
Historical Society Preserve

Exp

Historical Society Misc. Supplies

$850
.

.

.

$950

Debt Service
Principal of
Principal

Long Term Debt

Payment

Interest of

Truck

Long Term Debt

Interest Payt Fire

Interest of

Fire

Tax

Interest Payt

Truck

Antic. Notes

Tax

Antic. Notes

FICA

Retirement

FICA

Retirement

$3,000

& Pension Cont.
$24,000

Insurance
Insurance

Sub-Total

$45.000

$706,870

1.500.00

1998

BUDGET FOR CANTERBURY

Operating Transfers Out

Highway Equipment

Highway Truck
Highway Grader

$5,000

$5,000.00

5,000

5,000.00

5,000

5,000.00

$5,000

REVENUE TO OFFSET

1998

BUDGET

MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING
FIRST SESSION
March

11,

1997

The moderator, Wayne Mann, called the meeting to order at
10:00 a.m. A motion was made by Cheryl Gordon to dispense
with the reading of the warrant. The motion was seconded.
Necessary town officers for the year ensuing were chosen by ballot and the Town voted on zoning amendments (by official ballot)
proposed by the Planning Board.

The meeting was adjourned

at 7:00 p.m. Ballots were then
counted and the results were as follows:

1997 Ballot
Selectman: 1 position 3 years
Michael Capone
William McAllister

148
88
83

Barbie Tilton

Treasurer: 1 position
Sewall G. Smith

1

year

340

Planning Board: 2 positions 3 years
Donald Burgess

Graham Chynoweth
Laurie Rauseo

Luke

Smith

J.

Cemetery Committee:

Hugh

1

position 3 years

27

Fifield

Cemetery Committee:
Regina Lamprey

1

position 2 years

282

Library Trustees: 2 positions 3 years
Susan Buchholz
Sara Head

Thomas

E.

232
201

Roy

Trustee of Trust Funds:

Nancy

102
205
196
124

151
1

position 3 years

45

Lilly

21

Results of 1997
Proposed Zoning Changes

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1
Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planamendment would change Article 5. 2D such
This
Board?
ning
would be required to have road frontage. This
lots
residential
that
amendment also adds a paragraph further defining streets and
makes minor changes to other paragraphs. The purpose of the
amendment is to bring the Town Ordinance into conformity with

Question

1.

to the existing

recent changes in state law

(RSA

Yes 239

674:41

No

.)

110

Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2
Town Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board? This amendment would change Article 5.2 such that
the minimum lot acreage in the Industrial Zone would be decreased from 3 acres to 2 acres.
Question

2.

to the existing

Yes 251

Question

3.

the existing

Are you

in favor

No

110

of the adoption of Amendment #3 to
as proposed by the Planning

Town Zoning Ordinance

Board? This amendment would allow for commercial cluster developments by adding a paragraph to Article 6 in defining the purpose, general standards, requirements for approval, and individual
lot design for commercial cluster developments. This amendment
would also make minor additions to Article 5.2D2 and Article
5.3C to allow for commercial cluster developments.

No

Yes 229

22

123

SECOND SESSION
(Business Portion)

March

14,

1997

The adjourned Town Meeting was opened at 7:00 p.m. on
March 14, 1997, by the moderator Wayne Mann.

The

salute to the flag

bury's

Boy

was lead by

representatives

Friday,

from Canter-

Scouts.
the dedication of the Town Report
Harry Heath, and his many years of service

The moderator commented on
to retired police chief,
to the

Town

A review

of Canterbury.

Dan Crean was apTown Meeting. The results of
session of the Town Meeting held on

of the ground rules was presented.

pointed as parliamentarian for the
the balloting

from the

first

Tuesday, March 11, 1997, were read by the moderator.
Article 3.

To

raise such

money

as

for the ensuing year and

may

be necessary to defray town charges
appropriations for the same.

make

Doug Ruesswick moved

to adopt the

budget in the amount of

$721,840. Cheryl Gordon seconded.

John

Pratt, selectman,

went over the budget

totaling item

by item

explaining the increases and decreases.

Jim Miller questioned whether or not the Industrial Committee
could do an effective job with just the $100 that was appropriated.
Jeff Leidinger, chairman of the Industrial Development Committee, stated that members of the committee have made donations of
time and materials needed. If Article 1 la is passed this evening
with an appropriation of $1,500 for the purpose of surveying, the
committee anticipates having a balance to use for other costs that
may be incurred.

Lisa Carlson stated that she had talked with the road agent, Phil
Stone, and there have been concerns in Town with regard to the

pavement in front of the Town Garage that is in need of repair. An
estimate was received from Pike Industries, and the cost of repairing that area would be approximately $15,000. Lisa moved to increase the operating budget in the amount of $15,000 to cover the
cost of repair of the pavement in front of the Town Garage. The
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amendment
the

to the

budget was seconded. Jim Miller spoke against

amendment.

Bob Lockwood questioned whether or not funds could be used for
purpose from the Sam Lake Trust Fund. Since there is only
$1,202 in the Sam Lake Trust Fund, there would not be enough to
cover the cost of the repair to the pavement.
this

Stuart Fifield spoke against the

the

amendment

amendment. A vote was taken on
by $15,000 and was de-

to increase the budget

feated.

The

original question

erating budget in the

was moved and the motion to accept
amount of $721,870 was passed.

the op-

Article 4.
if the town will vote to modify the elderly exemptions from
property tax in the town of Canterbury based on assessed value,
for qualified taxpayers, to be as follows: For a person 65 years of

To see

age up to 75 years, $10,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80
years, $15,000; for a person 80 years of age or older, $20,000. To
qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for
at least 5 years,

real estate is

own

the real estate individually or jointly, or if the

person's spouse, they must have been

owned by such

taxpayer must have a
income of not more than $18,500 or, if married, a combined
net income of less than $26,500; and own net assets not in excess
of $35,000. (By Ballot)

married for

at least 5 years. In addition the

net

Eric Sharpe

moved

the adoption of this article.

Dan Crean

sec-

onded.

Lockwood explained

that the

1996 Legislature

Selectman

Priscilla

repealed

of the existing Elderly Exemptions and replaced them
72:39-b, establishing new minimum requirements for

all

with RSA
one uniform Elderly Exemption. The main change from prior law
is that all income is now treated equally when determining income
limits. Social security income is no longer excluded. To balance
this, the

minimum income

limits a

town can adopt have been

raised.

As

a ballot vote

was required

clared open for one hour from

passed by a ballot vote of

1

for this article, the polls

were de4 was

7:35 p.m. to 8:35 p.m. Article

25 yes and 5 no.
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Article 5.

To

see

if

the

town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of

twenty-eight thousand dollars ($28,000) to purchase a new F350
4x4 pickup truck and authorize the withdrawal of ten thousand

from the Capital Reserve fund created for that
The balance of eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000) is to
come from general taxation. Recommended by the selectmen.
dollars ($10,000)

purpose.

Doug Ruesswick moved

the adoption of this article.

Jim Miller

seconded.

John Pratt explained that the Highway Department wishes to purchase a one-ton four-wheel drive dump truck equipped with a
Sander body and a Fischer plow. The selectmen felt that the
smaller truck would be more economical to use and the areas
around the town buildings could be more easily plowed.

Kent Ruesswick, Trustee of Trust Funds, moved to amend the
amount to withdraw from Capital Reserve from $10,000 to
$1 1,317.08 (eleven thousand three hundred seventeen dollars and
eight cents), which is the balance that is available from the Highway Truck Capital Reserve Fund. The motion was seconded by
Dan Crean. The amount to come from general taxation would then
be reduced from $18,000 to $16,682.92 (sixteen thousand six hundred eighty-two dollars and ninety-two cents.) The amendment
was voted on and passed.

Bob

Fife spoke in favor of this article.

The question was moved.

Article 5

was passed

as

amended.

Article 6.

To see

if

the

town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of

forty thousand dollars ($40,000) to build a sidewalk parallel to

Road from the Canterbury Elementary School
Pond Road and to authorize the selectmen to accept a
Baptist

the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act

to

Kimball

grant from

(ISTEA) of

thirty-one thousand six hundred dollars ($31,600) to offset the ap-

propriation of eight thousand four hundred dollars ($8,400) to be
raised through taxes.

Graham Chynoweth moved

the adoption of this article. Paul

Kruzel seconded.
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Frank Tupper explained that the article would have to be increased
to $42,000, but the State Department of Transportation will be
covering the extra $2,000.
"to see if the

town

He moved

will vote to raise

to

amend

the article to read,

and appropriate the sum of

two thousand dollars ($42,000) to build a sidewalk parallel
Road from the Canterbury Elementary School to Kimball Pond Road and to authorize the selectmen to accept a grant
from the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of thirty-three thousand six hundred dollars ($33,600) to
offset the appropriation of eight thousand four hundred dollars
($8,400) to be raised through taxes." The town appropriation will
not change. The amendment wa seconded and passed. Frank Tupper also mentioned that the selectmen think that the sidewalk is a
good idea and they endorse this article.
forty

to Baptist

Graham Chynoweth, chairman of

the Sidewalk

Committee, ex-

plained that the proposal will consist of a five foot wide asphalt

sidewalk on the south side of Baptist Road from the school driveway to the corner of Baptist and Kimball Pond Roads. The stone
wall on the south side of Baptist Road, from the telephone comto the library, will be moved south approximately 5-8 feet to make room for the sidewalk. Existing
telephone poles would remain in place. The sidewalk would be on
the south side of the poles. The State DOT is responsible for the
design and construction of the sidewalk in consultation with the
Town. Graham Chynoweth spoke in favor of this article expressing the need for the sidewalk for safety reasons. The Shaker Regional School District will be responsible for the maintenance of
the portion of the sidewalk on its property, and the Town's High-

pany building driveway

way Department

will

be responsible for the remainder.

Mike Winograd wanted

to

know

sion has been involved. David

if

the Historic District

Lamb, chairman of

Commis-

the Historic

Commission, stated that they strongly support the sidewalk and they will be working with DOT with regard to the design
and construction.

District

Mary

Kruzel, representing the

PTO, spoke

in favor of this article.

had conducted a survey and found that the
teachers of Canterbury Elementary would be pleased to have a

She stated

that she

sidewalk so that they could safely take their students for visits to
the Elkins Library or the Canterbury Fire Station. The teachers ex-
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pressed their concern for the after-school walkers and mentioned

many

other advantages of the addition of a sidewalk.

in favor of the sidewalk asking why it
could not be extended to the Canterbury Spruces. The original
proposal was to construct the sidewalk to the Spruces, but the cur-

Howard Moffett spoke

rent estimated cost

50%

from

DOT to go that much farther would add

to the total cost of the project.

Sue Holmes spoke in favor of this
much needed for safety.

article stating that the

sidewalk

is

Jim Bassett, chairman of the Planning Board, spoke in favor of
this article and stated that the Board unanimously agreed. The
Planning Board worked with the Sidewalk Committee and problems were worked through with the DOT.
After considerable discussion the question was moved.

A vote was taken on Article 6 and passed.
Article 7.
if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
thousand two hundred dollars ($5,200) for the repair and replacement of windows and doors at the Elizabeth Houser Museum.
Recommended by the selectmen.

To see

Bob Lockwood moved

the adoption of this article. Marlene Hall

seconded.
Priscilla

Museum
the

Lockwood, selectman,

stated that the Elizabeth

windows and doors need some

Steve

Houser

has not had any maintenance done for a long time and

Lowe

attention.

of the Historical Society explained what the repair

and replacement of the windows and doors

at the

museum would

entail.

A vote was taken on Article 7 and passed.
Article 8.

To see

if

the

town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of

three thousand dollars ($3,000) for the purchase of a roll-off for
the recycling area.

Recommended by
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the selectmen.

Bob Lockwood moved the

adoption of this

article.

Cheryl Gordon

seconded.

Frank Tupper explained that a roll-off is a long metal container
with a cover that will be kept at the recycling center for the purpose of storing hazardous waste until it is picked up.

A vote was taken on Article

8 and passed.

Article 9.

town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of one
thousand nine hundred dollars ($1,900) for the purchase of a com-

To see

if

the

puter for the Fire Department.

Not recommended by the

select-

men.

Doug Ruesswick moved the adoption of this

article.

Dale Caswell

seconded.

Doug Ruesswick moved

to

amend

the article to reduce the appro-

priation from one thousand nine hundred dollars ($1,900) to one
thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500). Since the Fire Department
has received donations for the purchase of a computer, they are

able to reduce the appropriation.

The motion

to

amend was

sec-

onded and passed.

Dan Crean wanted to know why

the Fire

Department needs a com-

Dale Caswell, Fire Chief, explained that the Fire Department began a fund raiser last summer to replace their computer
and after receiving generous donations they were able to purchase
2/3 of the hardware needed. With a computer, reporting to the hospital will be direct. The Fire Department will be able to maintain

puter.

911 labeling and keep the addresses updated; they are willing to
share the technology and the computer with the police chief.

John Pratt said that the selectmen are not recommending this article because they feel that a study should be done to develop a plan
for the purchase of a computer system that all town departments
can use. The computer should probably be centrally located in the
Sam Lake House to meet all the needs of the town.
Eric Sharpe spoke in favor of the passage of this article.

Paul Kruzel spoke in favor of the purchase of a computer; he
would make the Fire Department's job easier.
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felt

it

Hugh

Fifield felt this

was opposed

was an unneeded expense

for the town; he

to the article.

The question was moved.

A hand vote was taken on Article 9 as amended and was passed by
70 yes and 44 no.
Article 10.

To see if the town will vote to reconstitute the Industrial Development Committee established by vote of the 1996 Annual Town
Meeting as the Canterbury Economic Development Committee,
consisting of 7 members appointed by the moderator for staggered
3 -year terms.

Dan Crean moved

the adoption of this article. Peter

McDonald

seconded.
Jeff Leidinger spoke in favor of this article explaining that there

are existing funds available if the Industrial

Development Com-

mittee serves the role of an economic development committee.

A vote was taken on Article

10 and was passed unanimously.

Article 11.

To

see

if

the

town

will vote to authorize the

Selectmen to take the

following actions:
(a)

(b)

To enter

into a

align the

Town

boundary adjustment with William Rice to reindustrial/commercial property and Rice property to facilitate development thereof as may be approved by
the Planning Board, and to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500) for the purpose of surveying and other costs associated therewith;

With the advise of the Economic Development Committee, to
sell or lease lots within the Town Industrial/Commercial Area
at Exit 1 8 pursuant to a subdivision plan to be approved by the
Canterbury Planning Board.

Recommended by
Dan Crean moved

the selectmen

the adoption of this article. Cheryl

onded.
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Gordon

sec-

Jeff Leidinger spoke to the first part of this article displaying a

move the property line so that there is an even
exchange of land between the Rices and the Town. The appropriation of $1,500 for the problematic boundary adjustment is to be a
shared expense between the Rices and the Town and will allow us
to have a formal survey for the town-owned industrial land. The
purpose of the survey is to increase the utility of the entire indusplan proposing to

trial site.

Dan

crean spoke to the second part of this article explaining that
is to authorize the selectmen with the

the purpose of this article

advice of the Economic Development Committee and with the
Board to begin development of the

prior approval of the Planning

town industrial/commercial area at Exit 18 as soon
someone interested in buying or leasing the land. We

move with

relative

Ken Stem spoke

speed as soon as

we have

in favor of this article;

he

as

we have

will

need to

an interested party.

felt it is in

the

Town's

best interest.

Bob Lockwood spoke
cle;

he

is

strongly in favor of the passage of this

glad to see that something

is

finally being

arti-

done with the

industrial land.

A vote

was taken on Article 1 1 and passed. The moderator commended the Industrial Development Committee consisting of Jeff
Leidinger (chairman), Dan Crean, Bill Rice, Earl Hall, Judy Elliot,
Peter Hofman, Chance Anderson, and Dwight Keeler for their accomplishments.
Article 12.

To

transact any other business that

may

legally

come

before this

meeting.
Peter

McDonald reminded the people

to attend the school

meeting

the following week.

Robert Lockwood moved to authorize the moderator to appoint a
five member committee to develop a plan to coordinate the purchase, installation and maintenance of computers for the various
town departments, said plan to be presented to the selectmen for
implementation. Graham Chynoweth seconded. All were in favor
of the resolution.
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Priscilla

Lockwood discussed the increased cost of mailing town
moved that they dispense with the mailing of the

reports. Priscilla

town reports and have them available at the Canterbury Country
Store and the Sam Lake House. The motion as seconded and after
a hand vote the motion was passed.

Dan Crean asked

show the Town's appreciation
years he served as selectman. John received a standing ovation. Frank Tupper presented John with a
giant cookie that he had baked especially for John with his name
to

on

John

that the records

Pratt for the

many

it.

A motion was made and seconded to adjourn the meeting.
The meeting was adjourned

at

9:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Kathryn Dickson for
Cheryl Gordon, Town Clerk
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1997

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK — 1997

— 2625 Issued
997 — 74 Issued

Auto Permits 1997

Dog

Licenses

1

1

Marriages
Vital Searches

$208,810.00
$ 1 ,070.23

$342.00

—2

$86.00

Miscellaneous (Petty Cash, Filing Fees)

$1 18.03

$210,426.26

Cheryl A. Gordon
Town Clerk
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SUMMARY OF TAXABLE PROPERTY
Land

SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town

Hall, land

and buildings

Furniture and equipment
Library, land and buildings

Furniture and equipment

Police Department Building

Contents

Garage and Fire Station
Contents
Historical Building

Contents

Sam Lake House and

buildings

Contents
land & improvements
Shed Building
Brick and Frame Bandstand

Town Dump,
Salt

04.021.002 Industrial Site
14.017 Worsted Church Lot
04.015 LO w/s Intervale Rd (Gift)
15.007 Maple Grove Cemetery
Land owned by Conservation Commission:
08.020 Land on e/s Route 132
08.038.002 LO W/S Kimball Pond Rd
15.013 Land on e/s Abberton Rd. (Gift)
08.041 Land on Kimball Pond (Gift)
1 1 .014 LO e/s Abbott Road
11.033 LO off s/s Baptist Road
12.016 LO Whitney Hill Road

12.028 LO Spendor Meadow
21.017 LO w/s Shoestring Road
08.016.004 Northwest Rd. cons. eas.
11.027.001 LO s/s Baptist Road
Land acquired through Tax Deeds:
02.001 LO Shore of New Pond
02.022 LO Canterbury Shore Drive
02.137 LO Friar Tuck Road
02.141 LO Friar Tuck Road
02.148 LO Robin Shore Drive
02. 150 LO Robin Shore Drive
12.027 LO Spender Meadow
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$208,500.00
500.00
135,200.00
100,000.00
32,500.00
500.00
306,000.00
4,000.00
89,800.00
20,000.00
138,600.00
10,000.00
85,500.00
25,000.00
19,900.00
74,400.00
1,100.00

66,000.00
25,800.00
10,500.00
43,200.00
7,900.00
43,500.00
40,800.00
28,800.00
15,900.00
29,000.00
403,800.00
6,900.00
5,600.00

4,700.00
4,700.00
4,700.00
4,700.00
4,700.00
4,700.00
13,900.00

11.035

LO

S/S Baptist Road

07.046 LO off E/S Borough Road
02.049.002 LO 34-36 Blue Boar Lane
12.020 LO Spendor Meadow
01.004.001 LO n/s Intervale Road
02.334 LO Island New Pond
02.335 LO Island New Pond
02.231 LO Canterbury Shore Drive
02.252 LO Nottingham Road
02.288 LO Nottingham Road
02.280 LO Gilmanton Road
02.318 LO Blue Boar Land
04.008 LO E/S Intervale Road
10.005 LO E/S Briar Bush Road

LO off Baptist Road
LO off Baptist Road
02.152 LO Robin Shore Drive
13.007 LO e/s Misery Road
16.015 LO e/s Whitney Hill Road
17.004.002 LO off Route 106, Rocky Pd
11.031

11.032

02.204 Canterbury Shore Drive
02.333.002 Flowage & Dam Rights
01.011 LO n/s Intervale Road T/L
01.012 LO n/s Intervale Road T/L
18.002 LO e/s Route 106, s/s Shaw Road
02.133 23 Friar Tuck Road
04.071 LO n/s North West Road
17.004.014 LO off Route 106
17.004.007 LO off Route 106
17.004.012 LO off Route 106
20.004.024 LO Open Space
20.004.023 LO Open Space
20.004.022 LO Open Space
20.004.021 LO Open Space
20.004.027 LO Open Space
20.004.026 LO Open Space
20.004.028 LO Open Space
20.004.025 LO Open Space
10.015.001 LB 340 Baptist Hill Rd

19,600.00
24,500.00

5,800.00
11,300.00

3,850.00

4,400.00
3,200.00

4,700.00
4,700.00
4,900.00
5,800.00

800.00
42,100.00
52,400.00
22,600.00
14,100.00
4,700.00
45,100.00
26,900.00
2,600.00
4,700.00
2,500.00
100.00
300.00
800.00
4,700.00
15,000.00
31,400.00
17,000.00
4,300.00
1,700.00
2,800.00
2,700.00
3,900.00
2,100.00
1,700.00
1,600.00
1,700.00
52,600.00

$2,476,950.00
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BALANCE SHEET
December

31, 1997

Assets

Cash

in

hands of Treasurer

TREASURER'S REPORT —

1997

Receipts:

Tax Collector

Town

$2,877,377.67

$210,326.26
$4,790.00
$61,984.01
$201 .37
$38,366.90
$18,938.79
$ 1 20.25
$115.00
$2,700.00
$50.00
$251.50
$101.75

Clerk

Municipal Agent
NH Highway Subsidy
NH Forest Fire Reimb.
NH Revenue Sharing

NH Rooms/Meals Tax
Bd. of Adjust. Hearing
Current Use Fees
Bldg. Permit

& Renewal

Pistol Permits

ZBAFees
Bldg. Zoning Ordinances
Gift in Lieu of Taxes

$4,97 1 .00
$ 1 1 0.00

Planning Board Fees

$180.00

Sub-Div.Fees
on Investments
Use of Copier
NSF Check Charges

$20,4 1 9.29
$12.50

Int.

$100.00
$234.00
$8,788.20
$3,360.44

Police Reports

Other Income
Recycled Waste

$2,47 1 .49

Transfer Station Fees

RPB

Legacy

($4,217.20)

NHIS

Gift

Bond

(5 yr.) Fire

$4,000.00
$31.00

Truck

TOTAL RECEIPTS

1997:
Balance on Hand January 1, 1997

$3,255,784.22

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILABLE:

$3,997,741 .37

$741,957.15

LESS:
$2,829,019.18

Selectmen's Orders Paid

Tax Liens

$113,284.32
$85.00
$244.27
$216,045.00

Undistributed

NSF Checks

ret'd

County Tax

TOTAL EXPENDITURES:
Balance on Hand December 3 1

$3,158,677.77
,

1997
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$839,063.60

CONVERSATION TRUST FUND
Balance December 31, 1997
Fleet

Bank

Money Market Account

$ 1 8,4 1

1

.80

SAME LAKE INCOME FUND
Balance December 31, 1997
Fleet

Bank

Money Market Account

$ 1 ,26 1 .28

NHIS GIFT

(for

Youth)

Balance December 31, 1997
Citizens

Bank

Certificate of Deposit (6

month)

$6,647.62

TARGET BALANCE
Balance December 31, 1997
Citizen

Bank
$57,100.00

Municipal Checking
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
The year 1997 saw

the Selectmen's office spending

many hours

with the remaining abatements and considerations from the 1996
revaluation. Also, and ongoing are zoning enforcements, specifically concerning the

abandoned

trailers in

Sherwood

A schedule for department head appointments
itate better

was

Forest.

set

up

to facil-

communications town wide.

Our Police Department was enlarged by the addition of two parttime officers, Ken Pierce and Art Merrigan. We also have the services of Damien who appreciates dog biscuits if anyone is so
inclined.

The job of Town Health Officer has been changed to two sections,
Public Health and Sewage Disposal. It is believed that the job has
become too technical for one person to do both facets.
on the Sam Lake House was repaired and the
Merrimack County Division Program was used to paint both the
Sam Lake House and the police station. This worked out very well
and we are most appreciative of this program. Volunteers scraped
the paint on the police stafion and we give a big thank you to Lisa
In the fall the roof

Carlson, Al Edelstein and Skip Hayslip for their contribution. Also
a thanks to Kevin Bragg for his floral contributions to the

Town

Center.

The Highway Department worked on Morrill Road this year and
has plans to finish Intervale Road in 1998. This office receives
many compliments for our road crew and we appreciate their good
work.

Paving was done in front of the Town Garage. Since this also benefits the Canterbury Fair, money was requested from the Fair
Committee. A sum of $2,000 was donated toward this project.

Much

discussion has been centered on the traffic and noise problems resulting from the activities at New Hampshire International
Speedway in Loudon. A formal request was sent from this office
to the New Hampshire Department of Transportation for a traffic
study to be done.
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Our thanks and appreciation go to all those people, Town office
workers and the many volunteers, who spend many hours helping
to make this community a wonderful place to live.
Respectfully submitted,
Priscilla

Lockwood, Chairman

Frank Tupper
Michael Capone
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year

Ending December 31, 1997

DEBITS
Uncollected Taxes
Beg. of Year
Property Taxes

1997

1996

1995

Prior
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REPORT FROM THE
CEMETERY COMMISSIONERS
a never ending job keeping our cemeteries in shape, clearing
brush and trees, restoring stone walls, replacing, repairing and reIt's

setting existing

Many

favorable

cemeteries. "It

monuments.

comments

are received

has been a pleasure

from people who

visit

our

some of these old and
Due to the efforts of Bill

to see

neglected cemeteries restored again."
McCallister with the help of Phil Stone and workers, this is a dedicated group. Bill has made new maps and revised old ones.

As

for the price of materials, tools and labor

is

always going up.

We feel that at this time we have to raise the price of the cemetery
plots

from $150.00 to $200.00. This is in line with most other
The price increase will be effective June 1, 1998, as it

cemeteries.
is

not feasible to choose a lot during the winter.
Virginia Dudley

Hugh

Fifield

Regina Lamprey
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1997

The Canterbury

HISTORICAL SOCIETY REPORT
Historical Society

hibit committee put together

had a very busy 1997. The ex-

some very impressive

Museum which was open

exhibitions in

on Saturdays from
the
10:00 to 12:00 from Memorial weekend to Columbus weekend;
July 4 and Fair Day. The Museum was also open by special request. We had school youngsters as well as an elder hostel group
from Canterbury Shaker Village visit the museum. The exhibits
consisted of "Dolls and Toys", a wonderful collection of early toys
and dolls with accessories such as dishes and furniture dating
from the 1800's to mid 1900. A collection of early children's
books was also on display. The exhibit "Recreation in Canterbury"
contained pictures and recreational items such as skis, sleds,
skates and fishing equipment. Thank you to all who set up the exhibit, donated items, and came in to view the efforts.
to the public

A warrant article was passed in March enabling the Museum to have
trim and doors painted and the

windows

have been done; 1998 will be the year

to

glazed.

The

trim and doors

begin on the windows.

Steve Lowe, our building maintenance chairperson, built more
shelving in the Sam Lake House basement to house curatorial
boxes and objects. More shelving will be built in 1998. Bob Fife
and Steve Lowe did a great job in controlling the poison ivy
around the Museum. The Town Road Crew will be removing overhanging trees that are damaging the roof and the building. Spotlight installation done by Robie's Wiring Service made our exhibit
areas

much more

noticeable this year.

for Spring 1997 consisted of "Bringing up Baby",
"Joys and Trials of Child Rearing in the 18th and 19th Century";
working on the movie, "The Crucible", looking at it from a wranglers point of view; and "New Hampshire German Prisoner of War
Camp" near Stark, New Hampshire. Our Fall line-up began with a
well attended pot luck and evening discussing recreation in Canter-

Our programs

bury during the 20th century. "Life of a Trapper" and "New England
Inns and Taverns" followed in late October and early December. The
programs were well attended by townspeople and out-of-towners as
well. We hope to have more of you joining us this year.
Respectfully submitted,

Sandra Scripture
President
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1997

HISTORIC DISTRICT

COMMISSION REPORT
Construction projects in the Town's two Historic Districts were
minimal and thus activities for the board were similar.

Most notable was

the dialog and coordinated efforts with Shaker

Village and the Department of Transportation concerning signage

along Shaker Road to move traffic effectively and reduce "visual
We feel it very successful.

clutter".

We

also

worked with

the

Department of Transportation on the

school sign and sidewalk projects in the Center District.

As always we welcome

public involvement to help define the

sense and character of our Town's two districts, and

how we wish

to pursue them.

Respectfully submitted,

David Lamb, Chairman
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ELKINS LIBRARY

1997

REPORT

Elkins Library has had another banner year with circulation up

10%. Included in this figure are more audio and video tapes and
more large-print books than ever before. The Library has become
so crowded that the Trustees have started exploring expansion
possibilities

and have established a Building Fund.

Work

Library during the past year included the creation of

at the

the Rita Braskie

Memorial Garden. Sara Head and many of those
garden. The dedication cer-

who knew and loved Rita designed the
emony was held in early September.
The programs

for children during the year included Larry Frates,

who drew caricatures for the children; National LiWeek in April and Children's Book Week in November; the
July Summer Reading Program "Take Us to Your Readers!", and
the annual Holiday Open House in December with Santa. (Art
Landry, again we thank you!) The staff visited the elementary
school during Children's Book Week to read stories and distribute
registration forms. For the summer program, Julie Brillhart and
Linda Peters decorated the Children's Room, and Claudia LeiMagical Artist,
brary

dinger taught the children of Grade 3 and up about the constellations in a Starwatch program.

Adult programs featured Mary Ann Quinn who spoke on Furniture Savvy, what to look for in upholstered furniture, and the formation of a new Book Discussion Group which meets the third
Tuesday of the month. A very successful Book Sale at the Canterbury Fair was held. Gifts to the Library included generous patron
donations for the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium Family Pass and
for the Shaker Village Family Pass. In addition the Fraternal Order
of the Eagles gave the Library $500.00 in May for the purchase of
large print books and audio books.

The Library has been blessed by
people

who have

the efforts of

many

volunteers,

helped in every way.
Respectfully submitted,

Emily Eddy, Chairman
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT

January

1,

1997 through December 31, 1997

Total Circulation of materials:

14,378

Adult Fiction
Adult Non-Fiction
Youth Fiction
Youth Non-Fiction

3,544

Audio Cassettes

1,053

Video Cassettes
Magazines

2,211

1

,

1
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5,122

977

325

Materials Purchased in 1997

122
63
155
70

Adult Fiction
Adult Non-Fiction
Youth Fiction
Youth Non-Fiction

Audio Cassettes
Video Cassettes
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38
220

Donations

The

library

welcomed many new

families this year and has seen

another significant increase of materials being circulated.

Inter-li-

brary loan services nearly tripled from the previous year with 290

books, audios and videos borrowed from libraries throughout the
state

and

1 1 1

loaned out by Elkins Library.

We wish to express

our gratitude to all the many volunteers who
have assisted with programs, the book sale, donated materials and
their time and energy creating a successful library for the entire
community.

Susan Holmes, Director
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ELKINS PUBLIC LIBRARY
TREASURER'S REPORT — 1997
Expenses:

REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
The year 1997 has been a very active year for the police department. As the stats show we at the department have been very busy
with vehicular offenses and criminal offenses. We are at present
fully staffed with two full time officers, two part-time officers and
a trained K-9. The K-9 (Damion) is trained for tracking lost peo-

With apprehension training for those criminals
and hide. A concern we have is for the amount of
burglaries we have had this past year. We ask that if you see anything that does not seem right to you, please call the police and let
us check the situation.

ple and criminals.

who wish

to run

Another concern
Canterbury.

We

is

will

which drives our roadways in
be aggressively working to change the habits

for the traffic

who do not drive safely, to include those
and from the race track this coming summer.
of those

We

who

travel to

at the Canterbury Police Department wish to be a proactive
agency for our citizens, and with your support and understanding
we can work more efficiently to serve you. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call the Canterbury Police
Department at (STATION- 783-0433 or Dispatch 228-1010) in the
case that it is an emergency DIAL 911.

Chief Jeff Miller
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CANTERBURY POLICE DEPARTMENT
ACTIVITY SHEET

Accident

CANTERBURY POLICE DEPARTMENT

MOTOR VEHICLE ACTIVITY
Categories

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY
FIRE/RESUCE

Canterbury Fire
is

& Rescue is a volunteer organization whose job

to preserve life

and property

in the

Town

it

of Canterbury. To com-

we are trained and equipped to suppress residenand commercial structure fires. We maintain a rescue capability
using the "Jaws of Life", air bags, and other extrication and stabilization aids. We fight brush, field, and forest fires, and address a
full range of medical emergencies with our EMT's, paramedics,
and First Responders. Medical emergency calls are an ever increasing part of our service to townspeople, as are off-the-road rescues involving skiers, snowmobiles, mountain bikers and hikers.
plete this mission
tial

In 1997

we were

dispatched 185 times for the following:

64 Medical Aid (EMS) of which 44 were Motor Vehicle Accidents
(38 on Interstate 93)
121 Fire Calls consisting of the following:
Mutual Aid assistance

CANTERBURY PLANNING BOARD
During the past year, a small number of subdivision and site plan
review applications were submitted to the Planning Board. This
level of activity is about the same as we have seen during the past
five years. As a result, the Planning Board was able to devote a
significant portion of its time and energy to the completion of the
Town's master plan, "The Plan for Tomorrow," which was approved in January, 1998. As during the last master plan update in
the late 80's, the master plan process has been challenging and
very time consuming. The Board expresses its gratitude to those
members of our community that helped us create the Plan for Tomorrow. In 1997, the Board also undertook to review and amend
the Town's subdivision regulations; this should be completed in
early 1998. The Board has developed and submitted four zoning
amendments for consideration at the March, 1998, Town Meeting.
the ever-increasing impact of the development
and use of the New Hampshire International Speedway became a
major focus of the Board. NHIS has stated its intention to expand
its capacity to 105,000 spectators. The Board actively participated
in the site plan review process before the Loudon Planning Board
relating to the proposed expansion. As we had hoped, the Loudon
Planning Board ultimately required NHIS to perform a noise
study, while rejecting Canterbury's request that a traffic study be
performed. The Board will continue to work with the Town of
Loudon, the Canterbury Selectmen and other townspeople, to address the noise and traffic issues related to NHIS.

At the end of 1997,

upon subdivision and site plan apBoard plans to devote substantial effort to the adoption of a formal Capital Improvements Plan (CIP). The CIP, to be
developed pursuant to authorization from the 1996 Town Meeting,
will enable the Town to anticipate, prioritize and plan for significant capital expenditures in the years ahead. The Board would
welcome the support and help of townspeople in its effort to develop a thoughtful and comprehensive CIP.
In 1998, in addition to acting
plications, the

Our meetings continue to be held on the second and fourth Tuesdays of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Sam Lake House. We invite
the participation of everyone in the community.

Respectfully submitted,

Jim
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Bassett,

Chairman

TOWN OF CANTERBURY
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1997 REVIEW
Case

REPORT OF THE
CANTERBURY CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Many

of the outlined goals of the Commission have been accomThe goals have been met through the continuing efforts of

plished.

commission members, volunteers, and town officials. Special
Hofman for implementing yet another
grant from N.E.I.P.C.C. and to Bob Quinn for his organizing the
work done on "Spender Meadow - Schoodac Trail" project (see
separate report). Also we hope Bob will continue his guided na-

the

recognition goes to Peter

ture tours about the town!

Projects that the

Commission has been involved

in this past

year

are:
•

The

70A

acquisition of the

other town

owned property

parcel off

Welch Road

— abutting

for a total of 150A.

—

improvements have
Canoe Launch site
been made by Boy Scout Mike Edwards and his troop. These
improvements will be completed this Spring.

•

Intervale Riverland

•

Continuing with the "Soucook River Greenway Association."

•

Assisting

•

Monitoring our easement parcels, as well as maintaining other

fill

and dredge applicants.

conservation areas.
•

Continue evaluating the town's delinquent tax properties.

•

Finalizing the Kimball

Pond

Dam repairs.

Noteworthy is the information sought from Charles (Chuck) Rancour on the "Schoodac" area, meaning "A Place of Wetland,"
which was derived from an Indian description.

Mark Stevens is commended for his continuing
Town. Mark has also given many hours to us on
Kimball Pond

Dam this

assistance to the
the design of the

year.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert S. Fife, Chairman
Canterbury Conservation Commission
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LAND MANAGEMENT WORK OF THE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Two

projects have been the focus of most of our efforts this year.
have started clearing the woody growth from the old fields at
the addition to the Kimball Pond property. If left unmanaged these
open areas would soon grow up to solid woods. By opening up
these fields it will enhance the wildlife value of the land while

We

making

it

more pleasant

to hike through.

At the new Schoodac Conservation and Recreation Area two miles
new hiking and cross country ski trails have been cleared and
marked. This property, in one of the wildest areas of Canterbury, is
in the heart of one of our top conservation priority areas. The
Town now owns over 150 acres of varied terrain and wildlife habiof

tat

featuring several impressive beaver wetlands.

into existing

woods roads and

The new

trails tie

a major snowmobile corridor.

A trail guide and map has been created for the Schoodac property.
The guide describes some of the highlights such as the large
beaver pond that is an excellent place for wildlife and strange
plants, a short trail to a very scenic overlook,

Loop" with

several

The Schoodac

White Pine

trees well over

and the "Big Tree
100 feet tall.

team effort and special
England Interstate Water Pollution Control
Commission for their Local Involvement Grant, the Appalachian
Mountain Teen Project (for most of the trail work). Road Agent
Phil Stone and his crew for clearing and access improvements, local volunteers from Canterbury, Belmont, and Tilton schools (trail
project has been another

thanks go to the

New

work), the students of the Tilton School's Plus Five project

(trail

guide), the Selectmen (support), the Shaker Nordic Ski Club, the

Audubon Society of New Hampshire, the ConCommission members and especially to Peter Hofman

Sno-Shakers, the
servation

for orchestrating the entire project.

We

encourage everyone to visit these marvelous areas and let us
think of them. Also, if you would like to have
some fun working outside please volunteer to help us. Thank you.

know what you

Bob Quinn

for the Canterbury
Conservation Commission
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1997 REPORT OF THE
CENTRAL NEW HAMPSHIRE REGIONAL
PLANNING COMMISSION
12 Cross Street

•

Penacook,

(603) 753-9374

•

New Hampshire 03303

Fax: 753-9387

e-mail: cnhrpc@kear.tdsnet.com

New

Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
Merrimack
and Hillsborough Counties and the City of Concord. The Town of
Canterbury is a member in good standing with the Commission.

The Central

(CNHRPC)

is

a voluntary association of 20 towns in

Our mission

is to improve, through education, training, and planning assistance, the ability of the municipalities of the region to
prepare and implement municipal plans; to prepare a plan for effective and appropriate development and utilization of the re-

sources of the region; and to assist municipalities in carrying out
the regional plan.

The Commission provides

a variety of planning services, includ-

ing telephone consultations on planning issues; planning research;

sample ordinances, regulations, and planning documents; models;
data and access to data sources; grant information; review and

comment on planning documents; development review; and educational programs. Membership also entitles a community to affordable master planning assistance, GIS mapping, and grant
preparation. During 1997, our services in Canterbury included:

Creating and delivering Historic District Inset Maps of the Zoning
Map and Base Maps; providing street and right-of-way definitions
for zoning ordinance; providing assistance in completing the

OSP

Recreation Inventory; providing sample planning board rules of
procedures; providing "primer" information for planning board
members; providing electronic copies of subdivision and site plan
review regulations; loaning copies of development handbooks;
consulting on technical assistance available for master plan devel-

opment; and collecting

traffic

counting data.

During 1997, the Regional Planning Commission:
•

Assisted community representatives with implementing man-

agement plans for the Contoocook and Merrimack Rivers;
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•

•

Presented and sponsored educational programs on economic
development;
Hired, oriented, and held a reception to introduce the
utive Director, Leigh

•

new Exec-

Komomick;

Distributed informational newsbriefs and announcements on
current planning topics;

•

Relocated

Home
•

its

offices

Summer

to the

Distributed the zoning
the

amendment

from the Merrimack County Nursing
Street School in

Penacook;

amendment calender to

•

Conducted about 100

•

Created a new informational brochure about
services; and

•

Enhanced

its

ter serve the

assist

Towns with

process;
traffic

counts on state and local highways;

CNHPRC

Geographic Information System program
member Towns.

and

its

to bet-

needs of

For additional information, please contact your town representatives to the Commission, Laurie Rauseao and Michael Capone, or

CNHRPC

staff.
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UPPER MERRIMACK RIVER LOCAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT — 1997
Following recommendations from

its

Management Plan,

the

Up-

per Merrimack River Local Advisory Committee (UMRLAC) implemented many diverse river conservation and protection projects
during 1997.

The Upper Merrimack Monitoring Program, a volunteer water quality monitoring program, worked in partnership with state and local
government, nonprofit organizations, citizens, students and local
businesses to complete its third successful year. The UMRLAC is
grateful for the support from the conservation commissions to continue this work. This year, a portion of samples will be processed by
a professional laboratory to expedite results and as quality control/quality assurance to increase data credibility and define the role
of volunteer-generated data. An additional grant has been applied
for to assist the

UMRLAC in generating a "State of the Upper Mer-

rimack" report which will detail water quality data including chemical and bacteria testing, habitat surveys and biological assessment
using benthic macroinvertebrates (aquatic insects). UMRLAC applied for and received a second grant from the Merrimack River Initiative's Local Involvement Grant Program. The funds were used to
purchase equipment and materials to assist

UMRLAC volunteers in

and education in the upper Merrimack River watershed. This year. Governor Shaheen was the special guest of the UMRLAC in observance of Earth Day. The
Governor donned waders and used an aquatic kicknet to collect
macroinvertebrates and learn about water quality in the upper Merrimack. Other outreach efforts included presentations at the NH Association of Conservation Commissions Annual Meeting, the
Volunteer Environmental Monitoring Network Conference, the Appalachian Mountain Club River Leadership School, Merrimack Valley Middle School River Ecology Curriculum, the NH Rivers
Management & Protection Program Conference and NH F*ublic Radio's "The Exchange." Bug Identification workshops were held in
Franklin High School and at our new partner's facility, St. Paul's
School in Concord. New volunteers are always welcome. Please
join us and have fun learning about river ecology!
their continuing efforts in outreach

Alicia Lehrer, Volunteer Environmental Monitoring
dinator, assisted the

committee

Network Coorand docu-

in establishing structure
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mentation for their water quality monitoring program. Working with

UMRLAC representatives, a fundraising strategy, study design and
were published. Geoff Dates of the River Watch Network provided assistance with macroinvertebrate identification and
a data management system which will assist UMRLAC in interstrategic plan

preting data and producing biological assessment reports.

The Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory Committee
Internet! Please visit our website, hosted

Environmental Services,
mel.htm. Included
tee

membership,

by the

is

on the

NH Department of

http://www.state.nh.us/des/upper-

at

at the site is

activities,

information on the

maps,

water

river,

quality

commitand

data

UMRLAC volunteers.
Kerrie Diers of the Central NH Regional Planning Commission pro-

photographs of

vided invaluable assistance to

RLAC

UMRLAC.

Kerrie worked with

UM-

model for its
Management Plan in Canterbury. Future plans include working
with Bow and Concord to assist those communities in implementing the Plan and assisting the UMRLAC with a strategic planning
representatives to create an implementation

process.
state-established duties under RSA 483:8-a, the UMRLAC reviewed and commented on several river-related proposals

As part of its

including the Veteran's Cemetery and agricultural sludge application in

Boscawen, the

final

phase of the Sewall's Fall access site
campground in Canterbury and

project in Concord, a proposed

Army Corps

of Engineers plans in Franklin.

As always,

the repre-

sentatives thank

Jim MacCartney, State Rivers Coordinator for
invaluable assistance and technical support.

his

The Upper Merrimack River Local Advisory Committee held its

an-

nual meeting in October and elected the following slate of officers:

Michele L. Tremblay, Chair; Steven Lowe, Vice-Chair; Susan
Paschell, Secretary and Stephen Robinson, Treasurer. The UMRLAC meetings are held on a rotating basis in the six represented
communities. The committee meets the second Monday of each
month at 7:00 p.m. For meeting schedules, locations and more information, contact Michele Tremblay, Chair, at 796-2615, email at
mtrembla@kear.tdsnet.com or your local representative hsted below.
Respectfully submitted,

Michele L. Tremblay, Chair
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VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF
CANTERBURY

The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer three major heahh services to the residents of Canterbury:
Home Care, Hospice and Community Heahh Services.

Home Care
tients

services respond to the heahh care needs of those pawith acute or chronic illnesses that require skilled profes-

sional

and para-professional care so they may return to or remain
homes. Emphasis is on promoting independence and max-

in their

imum functioning of the patient

within the least restrictive setting.

Hospice services provide professional and para-professional
vices to the terminally

ill

ser-

patient with a limited life expectancy.

The goal

is to enhance the quality of the patient's remaining life
by helping he/she remain at home in comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on pain and symptom management and skilled intervention
to meet the patient's special physical, emotional and spiritual

needs.
In April of 1994 Hospice expanded
dential care with the opening of

its

New

services to provide resi-

Hampshire's

House. To date, this house has provided a
248 terminally ill residents.

Community Health

home

to

first

Hospice

approximately

services include health education, health main-

tenance and preventive health services. The program includes preventive care, adult and senior health, child health. Baby's First

Homecoming, immunizations

for all ages, school linked clinics,

parent education and support, health education, nutritional coun-

sehng.

Community Health

includes health promotion services which focus on the low and marginal income families and individuals to

prevent illness by professional assessment and screening for
health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent, eliminate,

or minimize the impact of illness and/or disability, and by antici-

patory guidance and health teaching. Emphasis

is

on promoting

healthy children, families and individuals through early intervention

and health teaching. Services rendered in the clinic setting
and immunizations. Home visits

are: child health, adult screening,
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are made in crisis situations or when needed liealth care cannot be
given in the cHnic. Senior health services are provided at congregate housing sites.

Professional and para-professional hourly

home

services are pro-

vided on a private fee-for-service basis. Health education and instruction are part of each home visit or clinic visit.

Anyone

in

continuing

may

Canterbury

facility, pastor,

request service; patient, doctor, health

friend or neighbor. All requests are answered, but

home

care will only be provided with a physician's or-

der.

A call to Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093)
is all

that is necessary to start service or

make

inquiries.

The

CRVNA office is open Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. A nurse is on call for hospice and home care patients;
(224-4093) 4:30 p.m.

7:30 a.m. daily.

-

Federal regulations specify a charge

all visits.

Fees

are scaled for the individual without health insurance and/or

who

is

unable to pay the

full

is

applicable to

charge. However, to fee scale, federal reg-

ulations require a financial statement be completed

or responsible person.
scaled or that no fee

This agency

Town monies

is

is certified

by the patient

subsidize those visits that are

collectible.

as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed

by the State of New Hampshire, accredited by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) and
is a member agency of the United Way of Merrimack County.
Total visits

made during October

1,

1996 through September 30,

1997:

No. of Clients

Home

Care/Hospice

Community Health

Services
Total

Services to children at Oddessey

44

1,397

91

173

135

1,570

House

4 Adult Bereavement Support Groups
2 Children Bereavement Support Groups
2 Hospice Volunteer Training Groups
17 Bereavement Sessions
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Visits

REPORT OF THE CANTERBURY
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
At the 1997 Town Meeting the warrant article to replace the CanCommittee with the Canterbury
Economic Development Committee was adopted. The broader
economic development mission was designed to allow the Committee to serve as a general and specific resource for the Town,
property owners and businesses. In this capacity the Committee
spent the majority of the past year attempting to identify and attract companies to locate at the Town owned land at Exit 18. Although unsuccessful to date, we have moved toward development
of the property and changed our initial focus from numerous small
users or one large user to several medium size users. The Committee believes the current development approach has the greatest
potential for providing a stable employment and tax base, while

terbury Industrial Development

insuring the greatest degree of compatible uses.

The following

paragraphs summarize the Committee's efforts over the past year.

From March 1997 through
gotiated with

July 1997 the

ing supplier, to locate on the town

company

Committee met and ne-

DM Management, a large mail order women's clothowned

property at Exit 18.

The

proposed the development of a 250,000 sf distribution warehouse, which grew to 500,000 sf, with room for further expansion, by the early summer. After looking at sites
narrowed the choices to two sites in
throughout the region,
Canterbury and one in Tilton. Ultimately, the Tilton location was
selected due to the size of the site and the availability of public
water and sewer. In addition to the Town owned land, two privately owned sites were considered; however, road and site develinitially

DM

opment costs militated against these locations. The DM project
would have used most, if not all, of the Town site, effectively limiting additional development at the site. While the Committee was
concerned with limiting development to a single user and the potential for having a "white elephant" in the future if the company
were sold or relocated, the quality of the project, job creation, and
environmentally friendly nature of the business persuaded the

Committee of the project's merit. While the selection of the Tilton
site was a disappointment, it served to focus the Committee's efforts.
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Since July the Committee has approached several area companies
at the Canterbury site. All of the companies
Hampshire firms with ties to the area. As of January 1998, the Committee is working with a firm from the Lakes
Region to build a 35,000± sf office and assembly facility at the
Town owned land. As part of this effort, development of a market-

regarding locating

have been

New

ing package, layout of the access road, subdivision of the

site,

land

swap with the Rices, and utility costs are being reviewed. Proposals from area commercial real estate brokers have been solicited in
an attempt to actively market the property outside the region. The
Committee is further exploring funding options for underwriting
the cost of road construction and community water and fire suppression systems. Concurrent with these efforts, the Committee is
preparing a set of development covenants to insure compatible
building quality, environmental sensitivity and property uses for
the

town

land.

DM

loss of
Management to Tilton was a disappointment, the activities involved in attracting them to Canterbury expanded our knowledge of the development issues faced by the
Town in competing with other area communities for business development. Armed with this knowledge, the Committee is in a bet-

While the

position

to

actively

commercial and

industrial

ter

pursue economic development of
zoned land for the Town.
Respectfully Submitted,

Canterbury Economic
Development Committee
January 1998
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REPORT OF THE UNH COOPERATIVE
EXTENSION SERVICE

UNH

Cooperative Extension provides Merrimack County

resi-

dents with research-based education and information, enhancing

make informed decisions that strengthen youth,
and communities, sustain natural resources, forests,
wildlife and agriculture, and improve the economy.

their ability to

families,

local link to the University of New Hampshire, CooperaExtension provides practical education to people of all ages.

As your
tive

Because of our partnership with Merrimack County, the State of
New Hampshire and the Federal Government, we go by the special name of UNH Cooperative Extension. In every Merrimack
County community, this partnership is at work, increasing economic development, enhancing the environment and developing

human

potential.

Extension educators provide informal educational programs in the
areas of Natural Resources and Family, Community and Youth,
advised and assisted by a local advisory council.

Merrimack County

residents also benefit

sion programming.

Among

these

many

from statewide Extenand state efforts are

local

monitoring water quality in our lakes and rivers, reducing the use
of pesticides, parenting programs, 4-H and youth development
programs, land use management, food safety, forest stewardship,
family finances, meeting the needs of low income families,
strengthening our communities, developing a strong volunteer
base and providing research-based information to citizens.

A major statewide Extension initiative.

Strengthening

New Hamp-

shire Communities, has impacted Merrimack County. County staff
have worked with many of the communities in a variety of ways.
The Community Profile was held in two communities in the past
year. This community event works through a process to help community members create a vision about what they want their community to be like and then works through a process that helps
form action groups to reach their goals. Follow-up support is
available from UNH Cooperative Extension staff.

Other community efforts include after school programs, teen assessment projects, land use management planning, wellness
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visits. Master Gardeners, working with schools
on maintenance of landscaped areas, and providing updated Extension publication notebooks to all town libraries.

teams, town office

The
two

staff in

Merrimack County includes nine Extension educators,
and three support staff. Educators reach ap-

state specialists

proximately

1

.5

out of every four families in the county.

next to the Merrimack County Nursing
Webster
Highway, Boscawen. We're open
Home at 315 Daniel
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. Or call us at 225-5505 and
796-2151 or find us on the Web at HTTP://CEINFO.UNH.EDU.
Visit our

new

office, located
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CANTERBURY SHAKER VILLAGE
in 1917 a Canterbury Shaker building took a trip. The
Shaker Second Family Office, built in 1826, stood on Shaker Road
across from the location where David Curtis' house now sits. The
Church Family Shakers engaged Frank Hill of Tilton to move the
structure to a new foundation next to the Church Family Dwelling
House. After substantial remodeling the building became Enfield
House, a Sisters' dormitory for elderly Shakers moving to Canterbury from the Enfield community.

Back

The recycling of this venerable Shaker building confinued

in

1997

as the Village completed a three year project to restore the exterior

of Enfield House, and renovate the interior as a modem research
center for the museum's important collections of photographs,
manuscripts, and books. The grand opening was held on September 12, 1997. Funding was provided by the National Endowment
for the Humanities, the Gladys Brooks Foundafions in New York,

and

New

Hampshire's

own Hunt

Foundation.

Wood Day

The year witnessed many

exciting events

from

vest Day, including a

time classic Car

Show

first

to

to Harcap a year long

celebration of the theme "The Shakers and Their Cars.' The Village published A Shaker Sisters 's Drawings, featuring the botani-

drawings of a Canterbury Sister Cora Helena Sarle, and
mounted a new exhibit on recent archeological finds at the Village.
The regular season ended once again with a scary, fun-filled community Halloween Party and Haunted Hay Ride. Thanks once
again to the hundreds of townspeople who served on our Board,
helped organize events, volunteered on countless projects, and visited with family and friends. We hope to see even more of you in
cal

1998.
Scott

T

Swank

President

Canterbury Shaker Village
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CANTERBURY RECYCLING
COMMITTEE REPORT

for 1997 was to reduce the amount of
waste transported to the energy plant in Penacook by 10% (thus
increasing the amount Canterbury recycles). The Committee is
pleased to report this goal was accomplished. In 1996, Canterbury
an average
sent 635 tons of trash to the energy plant in Penacook
increase of 26+ tons per year since 1990. In 1997, Canterbury sent
573 tons a decrease of 62 tons.

The Committee's major goal

—

—

The 1996 and 1997 fee to send Canterbury's waste to the energy
plant in Penacook is $39 per ton. The GAT (guaranteed annual
tonnage), which is set and budgeted for each year, was 550 in
1996 and 560 in 1997. At the end of each year, the town is charged
an additional fee (also $39 per ton) for any waste over the year's
GAT. In 1996 this additional cost to the town was $3,316 and in
1997 the additional cost was $497.

We

can attribute the above savings to the following tasks com-

pleted in 1997.

The

Textiles recycling:

textiles bin in located outside the building.

Please refer to the guidelines posted on the bin. There
to the

town and

Swap Shop:

the return

is

is

no cost

three cents a pound.

A separate building at the Recycling Center was con-

structed at the

end of 1997. The cost

to build this

shed was bud-

geted at $1,500. The actual cost was only $663.
residents can now recycle
and compostable plant material. A special area has
been established at the Recycling Center for this material. The
finished compost is available for all town residents. There is no

Community Composting: Canterbury
their leaves

cost to the town.

Informational Pamphlet: This pamphlet

is

a helpful guideline for

the recycling center (available at the recycling center).

No

cost

to the town.

Education:

A recycling booth

at

the Canterbury

at the recycling center, displays

Recycling Center.
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fair, art

displays

of recycling information

at the

Job Descriptions: Established job descriptions

for all

employees

Recycling Center.

at the

Spreadsheet: Established a computerized spreadsheet to track all
materials recycled throughout the year as well as the actual tonnage sent to the energy plant.

Norman Bowles received his Solid Waste Operator Certification.
This certification program addressed a wide range of solid waste
problems, including the handling of asbestos and other special
wastes and the recognition of hazardous wastes. Also included
were updates on changes in legislation pertaining to solid waste
disposal.

The Committee took

a field trip to the Recycling Trash-to-Energy

Facility in Penacook. This facility safely disposes of

up

to

500

tons per day of municipal solid waste from 24 towns and 3 cities
in southern

and central

New Hampshire. The Committee learned a
We strongly recommended Canterbury

great deal during this tour.

residents to tour the facility.

A new used oil recycling station will be established in
terbury received a grant from the

New

1998. CanHampshire Department of

Environmental Services Used Oil program. This will allow us to
recycle used oil and used oil filters. Please watch for further details.

The Committee

is

ther reduce the

looking forward to 1998 with the hopes to furin Canterbury. We

amount of waste produced

would like to thank
duce and reuse.

all

residents for their dedication to recycle, re-

Respectfully submitted,

Judy Sharpe, Chairwoman
Bill McCallister,

Co-Chairman

Steve Allman, Don Booth, Norman Bowles (Recycling
Station Attendant), Steve Cohen, Kathy Fife, David
Heath, Heidi Hutchinson, Regina Lamprey, Larry Phillips
(Representative to Concord Regional Solid Waste/Recovery Cooperative, Phil Stone (Road Agent), Frank Tupper

(Selectmen Liaison).
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HISTORY OF THE
CANTERBURY TOWN HALL
(MEETING HOUSE)
charter for the Town of Canterbury was executed by John
Wentworth, Lieutenant Governor and Commander in Chief over
the province of New Hampshire, on May 20, 1727. This document
contained, among other things, several requirements that had to be
fulfilled by the original proprietors in order for them to be able to
keep the property deeded to them in the charter. First, within three
years, seventy homes had to be built, with a family settled in each
one. Also within this time frame, each home had to have at least
three acres of land cleared for farming. Each proprietor, whether
he settled in Canterbury or not, had to agree to pay his fair share of
expenses for the new settlement as often as was necessary. Second, a meeting house for the public worship of God had to be built
within four years. The third and fourth requirements dealt with the
disposition of the land of any delinquent proprietor and also the
reserving of some land for a school and a minister.

The

In

May

of 1731, a committee was chosen to arrange for the build-

ing of a meeting house, and in July 1731,

it

was voted

to leave the

size of the building to this committee's discretion.

By

a petition dated February 25, 1741-42,

Thomas Young

Samuel Adams and

(agents for the proprietors) indicated to Governor

Benning Wentworth that the inhabitants were doing fairly well and
had constructed a meeting house. It is believed that the meeting
house they referred to in this petition was a log structure that was
located about one half of a mile south of the Center and was believed to have been used for worship from around 1736. In June of
1736, the sum of fifty pounds was approved to support a ministry
until

March of the following

year.

Much

later, at

the annual meet-

ing held in 1744, the proprietors voted to build a fort with the

funds originally intended for construction of a meeting house. At
voted to postpone the construction of the meeting house until the following year. The settlers were apparently
not too concerned with Indian hostilities prior to this time until the

this time, they also

start of King George's War in 1744. During the various wars between the French and English during this period, marauding Indians on the side of the French caused the construction of a fort to
become a priority. The next meeting to address the issue of the
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meeting house was held in 1750 at the residence of Captain Jeremiah Clough. This was not a regular annual meeting but it apparently spurred some action on the meeting house issue. In 1752,
one hundred acres of common and undivided land of the proprietors was sold at auction to a James Lindsey for 320 pounds.
These newly raised funds would be used for building the meeting
house. The records show that the structure was not officially "accepted" until 1756. However, it is believed that the annual meeting

of 1753 was held
terbury

Town

at this

meeting house,

now known

as the

Can-

Hall. After "acceptance" of the meeting house, a

"pew ground" and sell it at
home of Samuel Moore
and each purchaser had to construct his own pew in a workmanlike manner within 2 years. The funds from this sale of "pew
ground" were used to complete the inside detail work of the struc-

committee was formed
public vendue".

ture,

The

to lay out the

sale took place at the

which included a

pulpit, a

parsonage pew and other interior

finishing.

The meeting house was now known

as the

Town

Hall

still

stands

as the only public structure from our town's colonization period.

It

is a treasured historical reminder of the struggles endured by the
pioneers of this land. Looking forward, we can only hope that future generations of residents will continue to respect and preserve

this

wonderful reminder of our modest beginnings.
Respectfully submitted,

Sylvia Vegter-Shephard
Vice-President

Canterbury Historical Society

(The source for

this report

was Lyford's History of The Town of Can-

terbury, first published in 1912.)
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MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE
TOWN OF CANTERBURY, N.H.
For the Year Ending December 31, 1997
Date

Name

3/15/97

Stephen Dexter Blackmer

Canterbury,

Kelley Marguerita Short

Canterbury,

4/1 8/97

of

Groom and

Bride

Place of Residence

NH
NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Concord, NH
Northfield, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH
Canterbury, NH

David John Ewing
Jennifer Ellen Russell

6/28/97

Mark Dana Whitehead
Tammy Lynn Peters

8/16/97

Michael Camile Blais

Diane M. Bailey
8/22/97

John Henry Smith IV
Kelley

8/23/97

Ann LaBrie

Eric Joseph Petit

Danielle Renee Duquette

8/30/97

John Ernest Whitcomb
Lori

9/6/97

Ann

Rice

James Alan Sojka
Denise Claire Bergevin

10/1 1/97

Ronald M. Litalien
Virginia C. Bouchard

1

2/3 1/97

Charles Matthew Azotea

Jane Marie Dale

I

hereby certify that the above return
my knowledge and belief.

is

correct, according to the

best of

Cheryl A. Gordon

Town Clerk
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CANTERBURY COMPUTER COMMITTEE
At 1997 Town Meeting,

it

was voted

to establish a

computer com-

develop a plan to coordinate the purchase, installation and maintenance of computers for various town departments,
said plan to be presented to the Selectmen for implementation." To
that end, we have inventoried the systems presently used by the
mittee to

".

.

.

Town, met with representatives of the various town

offices

and

or-

ganizations, determined the needs of those people and developed
a three year plan to upgrade computer systems and to automate
functions that presently require intense manual functions.

Along with our goals to automate, we were also very aware of the
cost impact on the Town. Our aim was to see if we could economically achieve productivity gains and increase communication
through the use of technology. Our proposal is to utilize what we
already have to the fullest extent possible, use volunteers for installation and training, and only purchase those things that are absolutely necessary.

town

office

and

We

determined the best place to

start is in the

to integrate other functions to the office at a later

time.

Because the Police Department has unique needs for security of
its data, it should not be integrated into a common town computer
system at this time. However, we feel the Department needs a
computer now to help relieve tedious paper work and allow more
time for patrolling and other law enforcement work. We will work
with Chief Miller to provide whatever technical assistance he requires.
is a reasonable chance that the State will provide us a
computer for vehicle registration and vital statistic purposes,
we felt it wise to delay expenditures as much as possible until it
is determined what the exact configuration of that computer will
be and how much spare capacity it will have for other town office
work. We expect that determination to be made later this year.

Since there
free

In the meantime,

we have proposed first year functions

such as au-

tomation of bill payments, putting town inventories on the computer, and providing data backup to protect the investment we
also received a donation of memory
This additional memory has
computer.
for the existing town
machine. These efforts cost
of
that
efficiency
greatly increased the

already have made.

We have
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little

and provide assistance

in the

town

office

and a benefit to the

people of Canterbury.
In subsequent years
to

make

we

used by other towns
more efficient, determine if an additional
the town office, review establishing a town
will review software

their operations

is needed in
account and begin the process of storing current Town
records on the computer. We also feel the great historical legacy of
Canterbury needs to be preserved in a form protected from fire
and other destructive elements. We will study and recommend
ways to put our history on the computer for the benefit of future

computer

E-MAIL

generations.

Respectfully Submitted

Chuck DeGrace
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